iPin Spatial Ruler Pro
The Handy Tool to Get Measuring Jobs Done Faster

Distance Measure
Photo Dimensioning
OLED Display
Rechargeable Battery
Bluetooth Connection
Instant Measurement
3-axis Measurement
Data & Photo Recording
Re-measuring on the Saved Photo
Online Sharing Photos with Measured Data

Shoot first and measure later
With iPin Spatial Ruler Pro App, measured data is saved within the photo taken. You can measure any object in the saved photo at your fingertips whenever needed.

3-axis measuring
length, width, and height
The ceiling corner area is always difficult to reach and measure. We have created the 3-axis measuring, an efficient new approach to measure the high corner area from the photo shot taken from smartphone camera with the powerful iPin Spatial Ruler Pro and App.

Use it alone
You can use it alone as a laser range finder to measure distance only.

Measurement can also be so efficient

Manufacturer: Wiseome Inc.  www.ipinlaser.com
**Product Name**

iPin Spatial Ruler Pro

**Product Description**

iPin Spatial Ruler Pro is an ingeniously innovative laser rangefinder that fits in the palm of your hands. At just 65g (2.25oz), this powerful product combines point-to-point, plane and three-axis measurements in one device to satisfy day-to-day measuring needs and professional applications. Connect the device to your smartphone via Bluetooth for a wide range of extended functions, such as area-data calculation, photo-data sharing and more. The iPin Spatial Ruler Pro helps you to intelligently capture any dimension, and obtain measurements with a single touch.

**Technical Spec :**

| Dimensions | Length: 80.3mm | Width: 48.3mm  
|            | Height:29.9mm | Weight:66g  
|            | Product Colors: Black Body, Red Fringe |
| Built-in Li battery | 300 mAH |
| Battery Charging Input | 5V 1A (micro USB) |
| Laser Output | < 1 mW ; Class II |
| Laser Wavelength | Typ. 635nm ; Red light |
| Display | OLED |
| Bluetooth Version | Bluetooth LE 4.2 |
| Distance Measurement | Up to 40 Meters (±3mm) |
| Mobile OS Required | Apple iOS 10.0 and later  
|                    | Android OS 7 and later |
| Mobile Required | Need built-in G-sensor and gyroscope |
| Certificate | FCC ID: WAP2005  
|             | IC:7922A-2005  
|             | FDA accession number: 1811049-000  
|             | FDA product number: 95R--EU |

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE PRODUCT :

- Shop No. D-53, Gr. Flr., Vashi Plaza, Sec. 17, Vashi, Navi Mumbai-400 703
- +91-22-27893510 / 11.
- sales@mohnotinstruments.com
- www.mohnotinstruments.com